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In order to benefit from the significant dual spending of meetings, incentives, conventions/conferences, 

exhibitions/events (MICE) attendees, destination marketers have attempted to identify key success cri-

teria that enable increased convention and exhibition participation. Given the significant growth of 

the MICE industry in Asia, this study examines the role of destination and product images on Chinese 

attendees’ perceptions of the benefits acquired through convention and exhibition participation in the 

regions of Macau and Hong Kong. Data were collected using an intercept survey and a systematic 

random sampling procedure. Structural Equation Modeling was used to test a model that integrates two 

strands of literature from the fields of marketing and international business: Product–Country Image 

(PCI) and the Augmented Service Offering (ASO). Results show that a favorable overall destination 

image positively impacts the image of the MICE product of the destination, which, in turn, leads to a 

greater perception of personal and professional benefit acquisition. Based on these findings, the authors 

propose the Augmented MICE Offering as a theoretical framework that can serve as a foundation for 

more comprehensive inquiry into the decision-making process of the MICE attendee and postatten-

dance behavioral impacts. The study also provides important positioning and communication implica-

tions for MICE destinations.
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Hong Kong Tourism Board established the Meet-

ings & Exhibitions Hong Kong (MEHK) office to 

provide a highly efficient one-stop service to orga-

nizers in the various MICE segments, supported by 

HK$150 million from the Hong Kong Government 

(MICE in Asia, 2008).

Given the Macau Government’s more recent sig-

nificant financial investments in its MICE indus-

try, this study is timely and adds to the dearth of 

research that combines and compares the two rivals 

in the Pearl River Delta Region. The objective of 

the study was to examine the role of destination 

and product images on attendees’ perceptions of 

the benefits acquired through convention and exhi-

bition participation. To achieve this objective, the 

authors sought to integrate two strands of literature 

from the fields of marketing and international busi-

ness: Product–Country Image (PCI) and the Aug-

mented Service Offering (ASO). In so doing, the 

authors propose the Augmented MICE Offering 

Model under which the MICE participation deci-

sion can be understood. One must highlight at this 

stage that the authors will use the terms “MICE” 

and “conventions and exhibitions” interchange-

ably in this study. This follows from the fact that 

much existing research in the context of either the 

convention or exhibition sectors has drawn upon 

literature pertaining to the broader MICE context 

of the destination(s) under consideration. The pres-

ent study goes one step beyond existing research 

by jointly examining the convention and exhibition 

products of Macau and Hong Kong.

Literature Review

Product–Country Image

The application of the PCI literature to this study 

is a logical extension of the extensive research on 

the concept of image in the field of tourism, includ-

ing MICE tourism. It is generally accepted that a 

favorable image can attract MICE organizers as 

well as attendees to the destination (see, e.g., Boo, 

Koh, & Jones, 2008; Lee & Back, 2007). How-

ever, the extent to which a favorable destination 

image impacts attendees’ perceptions of the attri-

butes of the destination’s convention and exhibi-

tion products is a question that has been ignored in 

existing research. The authors formulated specific 

Introduction

In order to benefit from the significant economic 

impact of the growing meetings, incentives, con-

ventions/conferences, exhibitions/events (MICE) 

industry, the governments of Asian countries are 

making large investments in MICE infrastructure 

and business development (Kim, Yoon, & Kim, 

2011; Sangpikul & Kim, 2009). These investments 

are made for two main reasons. First, MICE attend-

ees are seen as dual spenders as they fulfill the roles 

of both pleasure tourist and business delegate (Kim 

et al., 2011). Second, attendees are seen as opinion 

leaders who can influence others about a country 

or region and its offerings (Zhang, Leung, & Qu, 

2007). Their feedback to organizers is considered 

an important factor in future site selection deci-

sions (Wu & Weber, 2005). With many destinations 

vying for the lucrative MICE market, it is critical 

for destinations to identify and address the key 

product and service attributes that are important 

to both convention and exhibition organizers and 

attendees (Wan, 2011).

Despite recognition of the need to understand 

the MICE traveler, much work in the convention 

marketing literature has been conducted from 

the perspectives of meeting planners and deci-

sion makers, at the expense of understanding the 

decision-making processes of the attendees (Yoo 

& Weber, 2005). This recognition provided the 

rationale for the present study, which seeks to pro-

vide a fuller depiction of attendees’ perceptions of 

important decision factors and attributes. The study 

was initiated in response to the research needs of 

the Macau Government Tourist Office (MGTO) to 

understand the factors that impact the performance 

of its convention and exhibition tourism product, 

and in comparison to its closest competitor: Hong 

Kong. Macau is a late entrant into a regional mar-

ket with mature and leading MICE destinations 

(McCartney, 2008), with visible efforts being seen 

only since 2007 after a scrutiny of the sustainability 

of the gaming sector (Wan, 2011). In this regard, 

the region faces a critical challenge in changing 

traveler perceptions of the destination from solely a 

gaming destination to an attractive holistic conven-

tion and exhibition destination (McCartney, 2008). 

On the other hand, Hong Kong is a relatively well-

established MICE destination. In fact, in 2008 the 
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PCI literature and that of the country as a tourism 

destination.

Based on the PCI literature, the authors proposed 

the following relationship between the constructs 

of destination image and product image in the con-

text of convention and exhibition attendees visiting 

Macau and Hong Kong:

Hypothesis 1 (H1): There is a positive relationship 

between a MICE destination’s overall image and 

attendees’ evaluations of its MICE product.

Augmented Service Offering

The authors conceptualized the destination’s 

MICE product as an ASO (Grönroos, 1987).  

Grönroos’ work offers a first step in allowing 

mangers to understand the totality of the service 

offering from the customer’s perspective (Storey 

& Easingwood, 1998). He suggested a distinction 

between three groups of services: core services, 

facilitating services, and supporting services (for 

a detailed explanation of these categories, see  

Grönroos, 2000). Zhang et al. (2007) explored the 

factors comprising these different types of services 

in the context of the convention offering. According 

to these authors, the core product is the conference 

program itself, which satisfies the attendees’ profes-

sional needs. Several other location factors augment 

the core product and result in a higher quality confer-

ence or unexpected surprises for the attendee. Con-

sistent with their classification, the present authors 

identified the destination’s convention/exhibition 

environment, infrastructure, and facilities as the  

core service attributes of importance to the attendee. 

Additionally, the location factors including accom-

modation, transportation at the destination, dining 

opportunities, and the convenience of access to the 

destination comprised the facilitating services. The 

authors further identified the availability of enter-

tainment, shopping, and cultural opportunities at 

the destination as supporting services, because these 

clearly enhance the value of the MICE product to 

the attendee. Given that this study operationalizes 

the ASO concept in the context of Macau and Hong 

Kong, the authors also added a destination-specific 

measure of supporting services: attendee percep-

tions of theme parks in the case of Hong Kong, 

which boasts of Hong Kong Disneyland, Ocean 

hypotheses based on the PCI literature to examine 

this relationship in the context of the convention 

and exhibition products of Macau and Hong Kong. 

The rationale underlying PCI is that image of a 

product is impacted by the image of the country 

in which the product is situated or made (Laroche, 

Papadopoulos, Heslop, & Mourali, 2005). Japanese 

cars serve as a good example. Because Japan is a 

country known for its automotive technology, one 

could hypothesize on the basis of the PCI litera-

ture that there is a positive correlation between the 

image of a car made by a Japanese manufacturer, 

say Toyota, and the country’s favorable image per-

taining to its automotive technology.

Although the PCI literature has traditionally been 

operationalized at the level of the country, Jaffe and 

Nebenzahl (2006) highlighted that its underlying 

rationale can be extrapolated to other spatial levels. 

This justifies the authors’ application of PCI at the 

level of the special administrative regions (SAR) of 

the People’s Republic of China: Macau and Hong 

Kong. Moreover, while researchers have examined 

the impact of country image on the image of all prod-

ucts from the country, there remains a need to explore 

this relationship in the context of specific product 

categories, brands, and/or tourism places (Elliot, 

Papadopoulos, & Kim, 2011; Elliot, Papadopoulus, & 

Szamosi, 2013). This justifies the authors’ extrapola-

tion of the PCI literature to the convention and exhibi-

tion products of Macau and Hong Kong.

The authors contextualized the destination image 

construct to Macau and Hong Kong by using global 

measures of image derived from their official tour-

ism and MICE-specific websites. These image 

themes were also consistent with previous studies 

that have examined destination brand image from 

a business tourism perspective (Hankinson, 2005) 

and the online representation of these two regions 

(see, e.g., Choi, Lehto, & Morrisson, 2007; Law 

& Cheung, 2010; Leung, Law, & Lee, 2011; Tang, 

Choi, Morrison, & Lehto, 2009; Tang, Scherer, & 

Morrison, 2011). Consequently, the authors exam-

ined convention and exhibition attendees’ percep-

tions of Macau and Hong Kong as international and 

diverse cities with a lively business environment. 

Such contextualization readily follows Martínez 

and Alvarez’s (2010) suggestion that the tourism 

literature must account for the distinction between 

the generic image of a country as measured in the 
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participation. The common professional benefit 

identified in the research on both convention and 

exhibition attendance surrounds the theme of net-

working. For example, according to Rosson and 

Rolf Seringhaus (1995), networking is a more 

important reason for visitor attendance at exhibi-

tions than purchasing, information search and 

market investigation, or the desire to see particular 

products and companies. Similarly, research in the 

convention scenario has emphasized the importance 

of professional and social networking opportunities 

to attendees (Kim, Lee, & Kim, 2012; Rittichainuwat, 

Beck, & Lalopa, 2001; Yoo & Chon, 2008). On 

the other hand, personal benefits have been found 

to include sightseeing, outdoor recreation, visit-

ing friends/relatives (Rittichainuwat et al., 2001; 

K. Severt, Fjelstul, & Breiter, 2009), participating 

in social or recreational programs, escaping from 

routine work (Yoo & Chon, 2008), spouse/family 

programs (D. Severt, Wang, Chen, & Breiter, 

2007), novelty seeking, friendship enhancement 

(Kim, Ao, et al., 2012), entertainment, shopping 

(Kozak & Kayar, 2009), and the opportunity to 

visit a new destination (Bauer, Law, Tse, & Weber, 

2008), among others. Thus, the notion that attend-

ees add pleasure to business in MICE tourism has 

been accepted in the literature (Davidson, 2003; 

Hankinson, 2005). Based on this literature, the 

authors operationalized the perceived benefits of 

convention and exhibition participation to include 

both professional and personal motivations. Profes-

sional benefits include those related to the ability to 

network at the convention or exhibition, while per-

sonal benefits include those derived from the avail-

ability of entertainment, shopping, sightseeing, and 

cultural opportunities in Macau and Hong Kong.

According to Grönroos (2000), “if all the steps 

[in the design of the ASO] are properly carried 

out, the result should be a concrete offering, which 

includes the desired features, which in turn cre-

ate the benefits customers seek” (p. 173). Thus, 

the positive relationship between the constructs 

of product image—the core, facilitating, support-

ing, and augmented MICE services—and the ben-

efits sought through MICE participation has been 

clearly identified in the ASO literature. The authors 

proposed the following relationship between the 

constructs of product image and the benefits of 

MICE participation:

Park Hong Kong, Noah’s Ark, among others, and 

the image of Macau as a gaming destination.

Although the core, facilitating, and support-

ing services comprise the basic service package, 

Grönroos (2000) emphasized that these represent 

only the offering’s technical quality. For the ASO 

to be complete, the functional quality aspects of the 

service must also be considered. In the context of 

the MICE offering, functional quality comprises 

Zhang et al.’s (2007) total cost factors or Yoo and 

Chon’s (2008) travelability, and was identified as 

the total time and monetary costs of making the trip 

to the destination. Moreover, because safety and 

security has been considered an important element 

of a destination’s MICE offering (see, e.g., Jago 

& Deery, 2005; Kim, Ao, Lee, & Pan, 2012; Kim, 

Sun, & Ap, 2008), it was included in this study’s 

augmented services component of the ASO. The 

authors’ operationalization of the core, facilitating, 

supporting, and augmented service levels is highly 

consistent with the measures used in previous stud-

ies (Kim, Ao, et al., 2012; Whitfield, Dioko, 

Webber, & Zhang, 2012).

Based on this conceptualization of a destina-

tion’s MICE product as an ASO, hypothesis 1 was 

expanded to examine the impact of destination image 

on each of the four levels of the MICE product:

Hypothesis 1a (H1a): There is a positive relation-

ship between a MICE destination’s overall image 

and attendees’ evaluations of its core MICE 

services.

Hypothesis 1b (H1b): There is a positive relation-

ship between a MICE destination’s overall image 

and attendees’ evaluations of its facilitating 

MICE services.

Hypothesis 1c (H1c): There is a positive relation-

ship between a MICE destination’s overall image 

and attendees’ evaluations of its supporting 

MICE services.

Hypothesis 1d (H1d): There is a positive relation-

ship between a MICE destination’s overall image 

and attendees’ evaluations of its augmented 

MICE services.

Benefits of MICE Participation

Attendees generally acquire both professional and 

personal benefits through convention and exhibition 
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Hypothesis 2d (H2d): There is a positive relation-

ship between attendees’ evaluations of a destina-

tion’s augmented MICE services and the personal 

benefits acquired from participating in a conven-

tion or exhibition.

The relationships hypothesized in this study are 

summarized in Figure 1.

Methodology

Data Collection

A survey, which measures the constructs of des-

tination image, the augmented service offering, 

and the benefits of convention/exhibition partici-

pation, was developed based on existing literature, 

as highlighted in the above sections. A total of 28 

variables were included; four variables to measure 

each of the seven constructs identified in Figure 1. 

Prior to the start of data collection, 12 graduate stu-

dent researchers in Macau and 27 in Hong Kong 

were trained to conduct face-to-face interviews 

Hypothesis 2 (H2): There is a positive relationship 

between attendees’ evaluations of a destination’s 

MICE product and the benefits acquired from 

participating in a convention or exhibition.

More specifically, the authors proposed the 

following hypotheses linking the various levels 

of the MICE offering to the professional and per-

sonal benefits of participation:

Hypothesis 2a (H2a): There is a positive relation-

ship between attendees’ evaluations of a destina-

tion’s core MICE services and the professional 

benefits acquired from participating in a conven-

tion or exhibition.

Hypothesis 2b (H2b): There is a positive rela-

tionship between attendees’ evaluations of a 

destination’s facilitating MICE services and the 

professional benefits acquired from participating 

in a convention or exhibition.

Hypothesis 2c (H2c): There is a positive relation-

ship between attendees’ evaluations of a destina-

tion’s supporting MICE services and the personal 

benefits acquired from participating in a conven-

tion or exhibition.

Figure 1. Hypothesized structural model.
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& Fidell, 2007), the authors used a factor load-

ing cut off of 0.4. Thus, variables that had a fac-

tor loading of less than 0.4 on any of the factors 

obtained during EFA were dropped from subse-

quent analyses, because these indicated a poor fit 

with the remaining items. This resulted in a total 

of seven variables being dropped, one from each of 

the seven constructs presented in Figure 1, leaving 

a total of 21 variables for subsequent analyses.

The authors then used the responses from the 

Chinese attendees only (391 for Macau and 479 for 

Hong Kong) for the confirmatory stage of struc-

tural equation modeling (SEM) using AMOS 19. 

Multiple group analysis using SEM with maxi-

mum likelihood estimation (MLE) was conducted 

to simultaneously estimate the Macau and Hong 

Kong models. While providing indications of fit for 

the overall model (Fig. 1), multiple group analy-

sis allows for an estimation and comparison of the 

structural parameters for the two destinations.

Results

Tables 1 and 2 indicate the distribution of the 

21 variables across the seven constructs that were 

determined in the exploratory stage and used for 

subsequent modeling in the SEM stage. The Cron-

bach’s α values for the seven constructs indicated 

that there were three factors in the Macau data for 

which reliability was a concern: Destination Image, 

Facilitating Services, and Supporting Services. 

However, given their theoretical importance and 

that the same factors indicated acceptable reliabil-

ity for the Hong Kong data [around or above Nun-

nally’s rule of thumb of 0.7], they were retained in 

subsequent analyses.

The authors used Anderson and Gerbing’s (1988) 

two-step approach to SEM, which employs CFA 

followed by the estimation or structural model. 

CFA was conducted separately for each part of the 

hypothesized model presented in Figure 1 (i.e., a 

single-factor model for the destination image con-

struct, a four-factor second-order model for the 

ASO, and a two-factor second-order model for the 

personal and professional benefits of convention/

exhibition attendance). The model for destination 

image was saturated (degrees of freedom = 0), thus 

the CFA has an exact solution and one cannot use 

overall goodness-of-fit statistics to measure the 

following a highly structured protocol. A total of 

789 intercept surveys were conducted between 

December 2010 and April 2011 at various conven-

tion and exhibition locations of the Macau, Taipa, 

and Cotai islands. In Hong Kong, a total of 939 

intercept surveys were conducted between Decem-

ber 2010 and June 2011, also at various locations. 

Data collection covered the duration of the sampled 

events and involved a systematic random sampling 

method in which every fifth individual entering the 

convention/exhibition venue was requested to par-

ticipate in the survey.

Data Analysis

Before analyzing the data, the authors conducted 

Little’s MCAR test (p = 0.766) to determine that any 

missing data were missing completely at random; 

this is the ideal case for missingness because treat-

ment of the existing data does not lead to bias in the 

estimated parameters. Thus, the regression imputa-

tion function in AMOS 19 was used to deal with 

missing values. The authors then split the overall 

sample (N = 789 + 939 = 1,728) into two portions: 

one that included attendees only from mainland 

China and the other that included attendees from 

all other countries. The split was conducted for two 

reasons. First, at a theoretical level, the use of split 

samples in factor analysis—one for the exploratory 

stage and the other for confirmatory stage—has 

been recommended as a strategy for cross-validation 

that enhances the predictive validity of the results 

(Preacher, Zhang, Kim, & Mels, 2013). Second, at 

a practical level, the MGTO was interested in spe-

cifically understanding the perceptions of MICE 

visitors from the mainland, because these tourists 

comprise the most important inbound markets for 

both Macau (Liu, 2013) and Hong Kong.

As a first step, exploratory factor analysis (EFA) 

was conducted using SPSS 19 to determine the 

underlying dimensions of the constructs of des-

tination image, the augmented service offering, 

and the benefits of convention/exhibition partici-

pation. The responses of the non-Chinese portion 

of the sample (398 for Macau and 460 for Hong 

Kong) were used for the EFA on the 28 variables 

representing these constructs. Based on the rec-

ommendations of several researchers (e.g., Hair, 

Anderson, Tatham, & Black, 1998; Tabachnick 
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Willse (2006) for the present study’s sample size. 

An analysis of the parameter estimates indicated an 

anomaly in that the relationship between facilitating 

services and professional benefits was insignificant 

in the case of Hong Kong (p = 0.137) and insignifi-

cant and negative in the case of Macau (p = 0.461). 

Thus, the authors made an adjustment to the model 

suggested by the model modification indices (MI), 

and hypothesized that facilitating services impact 

professional benefits indirectly through the core 

services construct, as indicated in Figure 2. Kline 

(2011) has cautioned against the use of MI for 

strictly empirical respecification, stating that the 

process of adding and/or dropping parameters 

must be driven by theory. In this case, the authors’ 

adjustment is conceptually supported by Grönroos’ 

(2000) assertion that facilitating services support 

the core services in that they are required for the 

customer to use to the core product.

The revised model indicated a significantly bet-

ter fit to the data: χ
2
(362) = 1084.50, p = 0.000; 

fit of this model to the data. However, the param-

eter estimates of the variables that comprise this 

construct were all highly significant (p = 0.000), 

indicating their suitability for the second stage of 

structural modeling. Also, while the chi-square test 

results were significant for the remaining second-

order factor models [χ
2
(78) = 283.636, p = 0.000 

and χ
2
(16) = 37.460, p = 0.002, for the ASO and 

benefit models, respectively], the four approxi-

mate fit indices most widely reported in the SEM 

literature (Kline, 2011)—CFI, GFI, SRMR, and 

RMSEA—indicated acceptable fit of the models 

to the data (0.933, 0.943, 0.062, 0.051, and 0.990, 

0.986, 0.030, 0.040 for the ASO and benefit 

models, respectively).

The authors then tested the hypothesized struc-

tural model (Fig. 1) via structural modeling. The 

fit of the model was marginal: χ
2
(362) = 1154.16, 

p = 0.000; CFI = 0.890; GFI = 0.890; SRMR = 0.07; 

RMSEA = 0.05; only the SRMR was at the opti-

mal value recommended by Sivo, Fan, Witta, and 

Table 1

Descriptive Statistics: Macau (N = 391)

Construct/Manifest Variable Mean SD Cronbach’s a

Destination image 0.579

Lively business environment 4.81 1.29

International 4.59 1.38

Diverse 4.40 1.39

Core services 0.747

Convention/exhibition environment 5.11 1.21

Convention/exhibition infrastructure 5.05 1.22

Convention/exhibition facilities 4.96 1.23

Facilitating services 0.626

Accommodation 5.26 1.32

Access to destination 4.93 1.40

Convenient transport at destination 4.90 1.31

Supporting services 0.526

Macau is a gaming destination 5.46 1.41

Macau has entertainment opportunities 4.76 1.34

Macau has shopping opportunities 4.55 1.33

Augmented services 0.680

Time to travel 4.81 1.49

Safety and security at destination 4.79 1.50

Total cost 4.73 1.48

Professional benefits 0.811

Developing professional network 5.25 1.45

Personal interactions 5.06 1.44

Seeing people I know in my field 5.00 1.50

Personal benefits 0.875

Sightseeing 4.30 1.59

Entertainment 3.90 1.64

Shopping 3.86 1.70
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authors examined the critical ratios for differences 

for each pair of parameter estimates across the two 

groups. These ratios indicated that the estimates for 

the relationships between the following three pairs 

of constructs—destination image and facilitating 

services, destination image and augmented services, 

and core services and professional benefits—were 

significantly different across the two groups. These 

differences are not surprising in view of the exist-

ing literature comparing these two destinations, as 

presented in the following discussion. Moreover, 

these findings have significant marketing implica-

tions for Macau and Hong Kong pertaining to their 

MICE offerings.

Discussion

The purpose of this study was to develop a model 

to examine the MICE product of a tourism destina-

tion by integrating two strands of literature: PCI 

and the ASO. It was found that a favorable overall 

CFI = 0.903; GFI = 0.901; SRMR = 0.062; RMSEA = 

0.048. Although the CFI and GFI were below the 

optimal cut-off values recommended by Sivo et al. 

(2006) (for these two indices, high values indicate 

better model fit), the revised model was considered 

acceptable since both SRMR and RMSEA were 

below the cut-off values recommended by Sivo et 

al. (2006), with low values indicating better model 

fit. Additionally, the indirect path for the relationship 

between facilitating services and professional ben-

efit was significant and positive for both Macau and 

Hong Kong. This finding indicates that facilitating 

services do indeed support the core services in meet-

ing the professional benefits desired from MICE 

participation. The parameter estimates for the two 

destinations are presented in Figure 3, with levels of 

significance provided in Table 3.

The test for structural invariance indicated that 

certain parameter estimates between the Macau and 

Hong Kong groups were significantly different and 

hence should not be set equal. To identify these, the 

Table 2

Descriptive Statistics: Hong Kong (N = 479)

Construct/Manifest Variable Mean SD Cronbach’s a

Destination image 0.704

International 5.46 1.29

Diverse 5.22 1.27

Lively business environment 5.20 1.25

Core services 0.834

Convention/exhibition infrastructure 5.37 1.22

Convention/exhibition environment 5.24 1.21

Convention/exhibition facilities 5.17 1.31

Facilitating services 0.659

Access to destination 5.20 1.35

Convenient transport at destination 4.94 1.39

Accommodation 4.94 1.41

Supporting services 0.772

Hong Kong has shopping opportunities 5.29 1.32

Hong Kong has entertainment opportunities 5.01 1.35

Hong Kong has theme parks 4.92 1.40

Augmented services 0.777

Safety and security at destination 4.98 1.47

Total cost 4.82 1.48

Time to travel 4.81 1.50

Professional benefits 0.747

Developing professional network 5.16 1.35

Personal interactions 4.92 1.41

Seeing people I know in my field 4.92 1.49

Personal benefits 0.862

Sightseeing 4.47 1.48

Shopping 4.37 1.52

Entertainment 4.21 1.59
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limited capacity of Macau’s border gates, which 

extends the amount of time it takes to pass through 

immigration control, may be a potential detractor 

resulting in a lower perception of the overall facili-

tating services at the destination. Industry stake-

holders in Wan’s (2011) study also highlighted that 

the industry base and business climate of Macau 

were not as good as those in Hong Kong. It would 

appear as though these perceptions are echoed by 

the attendees in the present sample, who indicated 

the lower ability of the core services of Macau’s 

MICE offering to fulfill the professional benefits 

they sought through convention and exhibition par-

ticipation (b = 0.246 and 0.376 for Macau and Hong 

Kong, respectively). This perceived inability may 

stem from Macau’s MICE infrastructure, which is in 

the early stages of development as compared to other 

established destinations in the region (McCartney, 

2008; Wan, 2011).

That Macau’s overall image is overwhelmingly 

dominated by its gaming reputation (Li, Song, Cao, 

image of a destination had a significant positive 

impact on the image of the destination’s MICE 

offering, which was conceptualized as the four 

levels of the ASO (Grönroos, 1987, 2000)—core, 

facilitating, supporting, and augmented services. 

Subsequently, a favorable image of the MICE prod-

uct led attendees to perceive that the personal and 

professional benefits they sought through conven-

tion/exhibition participation were acquired. Thus, 

the authors found empirical support for all eight 

hypotheses that constitute the model (H1a to H2d) 

except H2b, which was partially supported.

It was found that Hong Kong’s overall destina-

tion image translated into more favorable percep-

tions of the facilitating services of its MICE offering 

(b = 0.801) than in the case of Macau (b = 0.415) 

(Table 3). This result is consistent with Wan (2011), 

who found Hong Kong to have better transportation 

at the destination and an internationally renowned 

airport, and hence better connectivity than Macau. 

Specifically, for visitors from mainland China the 

Figure 2. Revised structural model.
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destination with theme parks (mean = 4.92). This 

perception may have contributed to Macau’s over-

all image as a less diverse destination (mean = 4.40) 

than Hong Kong (mean = 5.22) (p < 0.01). The 

strong image as a gaming destination may have 

& Wu, 2013) was confirmed by this study. Attend-

ees perceived Macau’s MICE product as offering 

extensive gaming opportunities (mean = 5.46), 

which was significantly higher (p < 0.01) than 

attendees’ perceptions of Hong Kong as a MICE 

Figure 3. Parameter estimates for revised structural model (parameter estimates for Hong 

Kong are represented in parentheses).

Table 3

Parameter Estimates for Structural Model

Macau Hong Kong

Parameter Estimate
a

p-Value Estimate
a

p-Value

Destination image à Core 0.362 *** 0.278 0.012

Destination image à Facilitating
b

0.415 *** 0.801 ***

Destination image à Supporting 0.887 *** 0.928 ***

Destination image à Augmented
b

0.284 *** 0.640 ***

Core à Professional
b

0.246 0.002 0.376 ***

Facilitating à Core 0.337 *** 0.756 ***

Supporting à Personal 0.299 0.003 0.284 ***

Augmented à Personal 0.227 0.040 0.349 ***

a
Unstandardized estimates.

b
Indicates significant differences between Hong Kong and Macau estimates.

***Indicates significant estimates at the 0.0001 level.
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the authors implore researchers to look beyond the 

destination selection criteria employed by conven-

tion, exhibition, and meeting organizers (Elston & 

Draper, 2012). Second, the framework combines 

previously disparate evaluation parameters into a 

distinct pathway that can be used to assess a desti-

nation’s MICE offering in its entirety. It addresses 

the scarcity of research that simultaneously con-

siders the attendee’s motivation and image-related 

considerations pertaining to a MICE destination; 

much work has focused on one (see, e.g., D. Severt 

et al., 2007; K. Severt et al., 2009; Yoo & Chon, 

2008) or the other (see, e.g., Boo et al., 2008; Lee 

& Back, 2007). Third, in developing and validating 

this framework in the context of MICE tourism, the 

authors have advanced the PCI agenda in tourism 

research: the need to explore the underlying rela-

tionships of PCI in the context of specific product 

categories, brands, and/or tourism places (Elliot 

et al., 2011). Fourth, the authors jointly modeled 

the convention and exhibition products of a desti-

nation as its integrated MICE offering, a decision 

that finds support both in academic literature (see, 

for example, Kim et al., 2008) and industry prac-

tice. Consequently, the Augmented MICE Offering 

Model can provide destination marketers with a 

more comprehensive perspective of the dynamics 

underlying their MICE tourism than that provided 

by research that separates the convention and exhi-

bition attendee. It can serve as a foundation for fur-

ther inquiry into the decision-making processes of 

MICE attendees, particularly their postattendance 

behavioral impacts.

In addition to its theoretical contribution, this 

study has important marketing implications for 

Macau and Hong Kong. Given that the image of a 

destination’s MICE offering is so heavily impacted 

by its overall image as a tourism destination, 

also contributed to the less favorable relationship 

between destination image and augmented services 

for Macau (b = 0.284) as compared to Hong Kong 

(b = 0.640); gaming in Macau has been associated 

with organized crime (Master, 2013), petty street 

crime such as pick pocketing in and around casi-

nos, and other deviant behavior related to the gam-

ing industry and the large influx of visitors from the 

mainland (Hao, 2005). In comparison, Hong Kong 

has been rated as a favorable MICE destination in 

relation to safety and security (Kim et al., 2011).

Implications

The major theoretical contribution of this study 

comes from the successful integration of two related 

strands of research from the marketing and interna-

tional business literatures: PCI and the ASO. Based 

on the integrative model presented in Figure 2, 

which was validated using SEM, the authors pro-

pose the following theoretical framework (Fig. 4) 

as a means to understanding a destination’s MICE 

offering from the perspective of the attendee, a 

surprisingly neglected stakeholder in research on 

MICE tourism (Wu & Weber, 2005; Yoo & Weber, 

2005). This framework makes four important 

theoretical contributions to our understanding of 

the convention and exhibition attendee’s underly-

ing perceptual dynamics. First, it establishes the 

importance of the primacy effect in the context 

of MICE tourism; a destination’s overall tourism 

image plays a pivotal role in effecting a favorable 

perception of its MICE services and the resultant 

benefits of participation. As a corollary, a destina-

tion might find it difficult to attract MICE attend-

ees and fully realize the economic benefits of the 

attendees’ dual spending if they do not think of the 

destination as a tourism attraction. In so inferring, 

Figure 4. The Augmented MICE Offering model.
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et al., 2007)—may not be an effective strategy par-

ticularly for its convention and exhibition product. 

Instead, Macau’s likely transformation “to a mega-

gaming hub with casino strips, themed properties, 

and entertainment complexes” (Tang et al., 2011, 

p. 2) may represent a more successful way forward 

in attracting both Chinese (Tang et al., 2009; Zeng, 

Prentice, & King, 2012) and Western MICE visitors 

(Wong & Rosenbaum, 2012). That gaming currently 

accounts for 86% of the total visitor expenditure in 

Macau provides the economic rationale for such a 

positioning decision (Macau Government Tourist 

Office, n.d.b).

The authors also found that the overall image of 

Hong Kong results in a more favorable perception 

of the facilitating and augmented services offered 

to MICE attendees. These represent areas of image 

improvement for the Macau tourism authorities. 

More specifically, they need to enhance Macau’s 

image as a destination possessing adequate high 

quality accommodation and transportation. Macau 

has a substantial hotel room supply and a favorable 

cost-to-quality ratio that must be marketed to Chi-

nese visitors (Loi & Kim, 2010; Wan, 2011) who 

perceive Hong Kong as an expensive destination 

(Law & Cheung, 2010; Leung et al., 2011). Ground 

traffic congestion draws the most complaints from 

visitors to Macau (du Cros, 2008) and needs urgent 

attention at the marketing and infrastructure devel-

opment levels if the region is to continue its foray 

into the MICE market. The government’s recent 

announcement to build its first Light Rapid Tran-

sit (LRT) system represents a significant move 

towards transportation improvement, and will sig-

nificantly benefit its MICE market by bringing the 

region closer to mainland China (Encarnacao, 2013). 

Because convenience of access is an important 

consideration for MICE participation—a facilitat-

ing service—steps such as government’s easing of 

visa restrictions for mainland businessmen travel-

ing for MICE events can go a long way in attracting 

more Chinese attendees to Macau by reducing bor-

der gate congestion (Leitão, 2013). Also, market-

ers must allay fears of mainland visitors about the 

level of crime in Macau, particularly casino-related 

crime (Huang, Tsaur, & Yang, 2012). Given the 

importance of supporting and augmented services 

to MICE visitors in fulfilling their personal needs 

(b = 0.299 and 0.227), steps such as the increased 

greater integration between the tourism promotion 

of Macau as a whole and that of its MICE product 

is needed. This finding is consistent with Elliott et 

al. (2013) who concluded that “a place must coordi-

nate the images of its tourism, product, and various 

other sectors of economic activity” (p. 15) in order 

to impact the overall image of a location. Moreover, 

a destination’s MICE promotion should emphasize 

how the region can fulfill both the professional 

and personal benefits that attendees seek through 

convention or exhibition participation. It should 

emphasize Macau’s ability to allow the attendee to 

add pleasure to business (Davidson, 2003). With 

more private operators securing approval for the 

development of integrated resorts in the region 

that can cater to these dual needs (Master, 2012a, 

2012b), the time is ripe for Macau to enhance its 

communication to visitors from mainland China 

and beyond. In this regard, Hong Kong appears to 

be doing a better job of leveraging its overall desti-

nation image in the minds of its MICE attendees.

Another related recommendation pertains to the 

overall destination image that should be portrayed 

by Macau’s tourism authorities. McCartney (2008) 

suggested that Macau’s strong gaming image might 

detract from its efforts to establish itself as a con-

vention and exhibition destination with diverse 

offerings. Relatedly, Choi et al. (2007) noted that 

the MGTO meticulously avoided the word “gam-

ing” on its website, perhaps in an effort to portray 

a more multifaceted destination image. Although 

the present study provides support to the idea that 

a greater perception as a gaming destination results 

in Macau being perceived as a less diverse desti-

nation (p < 0.01), this may serve as a blessing in 

disguise by allowing the region to market itself as 

a niche convention destination. The authors found 

that convention and exhibition attendees per-

ceived a high level of personal benefit acquisition 

from Macau’s gaming opportunities [b (Supp → 

Personal) = 0.299]. In fact, this relationship was 

stronger than the impact of Hong Kong’s theme 

park and shopping-based supporting services on 

personal benefit acquisition (b = 0.284). It points 

to the fact that Macau’s current positioning—as the 

crossroads for Chinese and Portuguese culture, cui-

sines, and commerce (Macau Government Tourist 

Office, n.d.a), as a city destination with many old 

buildings and heritage/historical attractions (Choi 
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or exhibitions in meeting participants’ personal 

and professional needs. Moreover, the decision to 

purchase incentive travel often lies with incentive 

travel planners within an organization (Ricci & 

Holland, 1992), due to which a participant’s deci-

sion making is mainly restricted to whether or not 

to attend the program. Fourth, more contemporary 

research in the PCI domain has deconstructed the 

country image construct into its cognitive and 

affective components. Such decomposition allows 

researchers to provide more specific, actionable 

information on how destination image and product 

image interact and the marketing implications of 

such interaction (see, e.g., Elliot et al., 2011; Laroche 

et al., 2005).

In addition to such operationalization of the des-

tination image construct, future models could also 

incorporate other antecedents and consequences of 

the travel decision process, such as the information 

sources used, satisfaction, and loyalty, among others. 

These can be particularly useful in determining the 

propensity of MICE attendees as opinion leaders 

who influence others about a country or region and 

its offerings (Zhang et al., 2007). One could also 

test the effects of additional moderating variables 

of theoretical and practical interest to researchers 

and destination marketers, such as gender or the 

proportion of business to pleasure, which would 

provide more detailed insight into the attendees’ 

MICE experience. Finally, future researchers could 

add other elements of Grönroos’ (2000) dynamic 

framework of the ASO—namely supportive mar-

keting communication and internal marketing—to 

the Augmented MICE Offering Model to further 

understanding of what is clearly a growing sector 

of the tourism industry.

End Note

Readers who are interested in obtaining the fol-

lowing information pertaining to the study can con-

tact the corresponding author directly:

A complete list of the conventions and exhibi-•	

tions at which data were collected.

The statements used to measure the variables •	

used in the final modeling.

Covariance matrices used in the final modeling •	

for Macau and Hong Kong.

police action to tackle casino-related crime must be 

made public to restore visitor confidence (Jacob & 

Cookson, 2012).

This study adds to the limited body of research 

on the MICE attendee by presenting a compre-

hensive model of the destination’s convention and 

exhibition offering. The authors’ focus on examin-

ing attendee perceptions (i.e. the attendee’s image 

of the destination and its MICE offering) is justified 

by Jaffe and Nebenzahl (2006) who state: “it’s all 

in the eyes of the consumer” (p. 85)—images moti-

vate behavior. Nonetheless, one must acknowledge 

certain limitations of this study and suggest ave-

nues for future research.

First, the fact that modeling was conducted using 

only Chinese respondents may limit the general-

izability of this study. However, in their study of 

attendees to a megabusiness exhibition in Hong 

Kong, Bauer et al. (2008) found that there were no 

differences in perceptions between overseas and 

local attendees on most motivation and destination-

related attributes, which included items similar to 

those in the present study. Moreover, the present 

authors were able to replicate the same factor struc-

ture for the non-Chinese portion of the sample in 

the exploratory stage and the Chinese attendees in 

the confirmatory stage of SEM, which suggests that 

the underlying dynamics of the Augmented MICE 

Offering Model may be validated in future stud-

ies in different contexts. Second, the authors only 

included networking-related professional benefits 

in the final model, because these have been consid-

ered important to both the convention and exhibition 

attendee. Future research could incorporate other 

professional benefits—such as education, leader-

ship enhancement, exposure to new research, busi-

ness opportunities, association involvement, and 

market investigation, among others (Rittichainuwat 

et al., 2001; K. Severt et al., 2009)—depending on 

the specific context of conventions or exhibitions to 

make the model more nuanced in its understanding 

of the different sectors of MICE tourism.

Third, the authors cannot imply the applicability 

of the proposed model to the context of incentives 

(the “I” of MICE). Incentive travel programs are 

designed to reward an organization’s employees for 

exceptional performance in order to strengthen their 

loyalty to the organization (Rogers, 2012). Thus, 

they may not serve a similar purpose as conventions 
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